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Givenastable interface oriented vertically insidea cavityseparating two miscible liquids, the system will deviate fromthermodynamic equilibrium; the interface will spread overtime suchthatthe system becomes homogeneous or uniformly mixedovera longtimescale on theorderof (L2/DAe_. However depending on the bodyforcefieldg(t),for short timescales, theinterface canremain stable or formvarious patterns according to thespecies continuity equation
(1) Dt
The initial value of the two liquids may be prescribed as follows,
The fluid on the left and right hand side has respectively the value of 1 and 0, and the interface has the value of 0.5. The boundaries have a normal (if) and the condition of impermeability is satisfied,
For parametric space in which the nonlinear convective terms in equation (1) are negligible, if the cavity domain is approximated to be infinite, a closed form solution shows
that the concentration field diffuses uniformly as a function of time. Whereas for parametric regions in which the interface becomes unstable, the nonlinear convective terms become dominant.
This means that the characteristic of the flow field = _(x ,y ,t ;A) (5) dictates the pattern of the interface for a vector space of parameters A. Since the density field, which is a linear function of the concentration, field p = _(1 + 13,5C)
is coupled to the body force, the momentum equation O2q' a-"-r,
Since we are considering a cavity with aspect ratio 1 (H=L), the parametric space can be succintly represented in which,
Resdenotes a Stokes-Reynolds number, amplitude ratio AR,andSchmidt number Sc. Equations !1-13werediscretized in space using finitedifference techniques. Thesharpdiscontinuity of the interface wasresolved usingthe Flux Corrected Transport algorithm for computation. We usedthird order Adams-Bashforth for timediscretization. All computations werecarried out for a 90x90gridsize. We areinterested in investigating the sensitivity of phase anglevariation on thesolution of the above equations fora parametric range ofinterest.
Discussion and Computation Results

Parametric Range
We consider the stability of two and four-mode quasi-stationary waves as a function of phase angle for two cases.
The two-mode case corresponds to viscous fluid pairs consisting of 22% deuterium oxide (D20)
with de-ionized water (H20) on the left hand side, and The steady component of the body force is the same as above, however, m=,×10-or 20rag and f=l Hz. The dimensionless parameters are respectively, Res---0.3375, AR=5xlO -5, Sc=1079
(1/Sc=9.3x10-4). The cavity size is of height and width H=L=5 cm, hence aspect ratio of i. The phase angle was varied from 0 to 2n for each case.
Global Bifurcation of the Interface
We first discuss the base state case for which the phase angle is zero. Under ideal microgravity conditions in which all disturbances are isolated, it is possible to obtain an initial condition as shown in width W--0.22 cm is 1.58 times greater than the diffusion distance 5=0.126 cm.
Flow Field Dynamics as a function of Phase Angle
Two-mode Case
The flow field dynamics, which yields the twomode structure, is shown in Figure 2 
